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Abstract
Privacy preserving data mining (PPDM) is the process of protecting sensitive
knowledge from being discovered by data mining techniques in case of data
sharing. Privacy preserving frequent itemset mining (PPFIM) is a subtask and
NP-hard problem of PPDM. Its objective is to modify a given database in such a
way that none of the sensitive itemsets of the database owner can be obtained by
any frequent itemset mining technique from the modified database. The main
challenge of PPFIM is to minimize the distortion given to the data and nonsen-
sitive knowledge while sanitizing all given sensitive itemsets. Distortion-based
sensitive itemset hiding algorithms decrease the support of each sensitive item-
set under a predefined sensitive threshold through sanitization. Most of the
distortion-based itemset hiding algorithms allow database owner to define a
single sensitive threshold for each sensitive itemset. However, this is a limi-
tation to the database owner since the importance of each sensitive itemset
varies. In this paper we propose a distortion-based itemset hiding algorithm that
allows database owner to assign multiple sensitive thresholds, namely itemset
oriented pseudo graph based sanitization (IPGBS) algorithm. The purpose of
IPGBS algorithm is to give minimum distortion to the nonsensitive knowledge
and data while hiding all sensitive itemsets. For this reason, the IPGBS algorithm
modifies least amount of transaction and transaction content. The performance
evaluation of the IPGBS algorithm is conducted by using two different counter-
parts on four different databases. The results show that the IPGBS algorithm is
more efficient in terms of nonsensitive frequent itemset loss on both dense and
sparse databases. It has considerable good results in terms of number of trans-
actions modified, number of items deleted, execution time and total memory
allocation as well.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Association rule mining is a data mining task used for
obtaining relationships available among items in a trans-
actional database and it is very beneficial in decision
making and business planning. Initially association rule
mining was used for market basket analysis to find out
how products are purchased by customers. Since then,
it has been employed in many application domains such
as bioinformatics, telecommunications and medical treat-
ments. However, companies or organizations share data
with each other for mutual benefit and before sharing,
they want to protect their data within the framework of
sensitive association rules that reveal out their strategic
knowledge. This raises the privacy preserving association
rule mining problem. The solution is to remove sensi-
tive (confidential) association rules from the data before
its release and this can be performed by transforming a
database into a new one where the sensitive association
rules can no longer be mined out. Association rules are
generated in two steps, the first step is discovering fre-
quent itemset, and the second step is generating rules
using the frequent itemsets [15]. Items occurring fre-
quently together in a transnational database are called
frequent itemsets. One of the ways of hiding sensitive
association rules is hiding the frequent itemsets that the
sensitive association rules are generated. These frequent
itemsets are called sensitive itemsets and it is possible
to conceal the sensitive itemsets by decreasing their sup-
port under predefined sensitive threshold. The support
decrease operation is possible by deleting some items
from the database, but this type of modification brings
out side effects such as loss of nonsensitive knowledge
and distortion on the data. An optimal solution for fre-
quent itemset hiding algorithm is to minimize these side
effects while hiding all given sensitive itemsets. It was
proven that finding such an optimal solution is NP-hard
problem [7]. In the literature various approaches have
been proposed for the frequent itemset hiding problem
including borderbased [27,34], exact [8,16,26], reconstruc-
tion based [1,9,21], cryptography based [24] and heuristic
based [20,30,31]. Each approach tries to hide all sensitive
itemsets while reducing the side effects given to the data
and knowledge to the minimum.

Heuristic approaches come forward with small
response time and they may have optimal hiding solution
if the global attributes of sensitive itemsets and transac-
tional databases are well considered. The global attributes
of sensitive itemsets are referred as characteristics of item-
sets such as their support, their mutual dependencies and
number of items they contain while the global attributes
of transactional database are referred as the characteris-
tics of databases such as their density and size. However, a

few of the heuristic sensitive itemset hiding algorithms are
designed with considering multiple sensitive thresholds.
Assigning single sensitive threshold for each sensitive
itemset may decrease support of some sensitive itemsets
more than necessary and this brings out the increased
loss in nonsensitive knowledge since in most of the
databases some itemsets appear frequently while others
appear rarely. Also, assigning unique sensitive threshold
for each sensitive itemset gives limitation to the database
owner in deciding the hiding degree of different sensitive
itemsets [23].

In this study we propose a distortion-based heuristic
frequent itemset hiding algorithm IPGBS (itemset oriented
pseudo graph-based sanitization). As PGBS which is pro-
posed with detailed benchmark in [31], the IPGBS uses
pseudo graph data structure and allows database owner to
assign multiple sensitive thresholds. The pseudo graph of
IPGBS is more compact than that of PGBS and contains
only sensitive itemsets as nodes and sensitive transaction
ids as edge labels. The main objective of IPGBS algorithm
is modifying minimum number of transactions in order to
cause minimum number of nonsensitive knowledge loss.
The IPGBS is compared to two similar counter parts, PGBS
[31] and transaction-oriented pseudo graph based sani-
tization (TPGBS) where the TPGBS is a version of the
hiding algorithm proposed with detailed benchmark in
[32]. The Pseudo graph data structure that we use in this
study has two major goals. First, graph structure only rep-
resents transactions containing sensitive itemsets rather
than representing all transactions and in this way, total
memory requirement is minimized. Second the longest
paths in this graph structure represents transactions con-
taining maximum number of sensitive itemsets and this
makes uncovering the sensitive transactions having high-
est degree easier compared to scanning the actual database
where degree of a transaction is the number sensitive item-
sets it contains. The experiments demonstrate that IPGBS
is more effective in terms of distortion given to the non-
sensitive knowledge in both sparse and dense databases. It
is also more effective in terms of execution time and total
memory consumption in sparse databases. It is very com-
petitive in terms of number of transactions modified and
number of items deleted.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the
preliminaries of itemset mining and hiding are explained
together with a motivating example. In Section 3 the lit-
erature review related with itemset hiding is given. In
Section 4 proposed algorithm itemset oriented pseudo
graph based sanitization (IPGBS) is introduced and
explained with examples. Experimental results, compar-
ing IPGBS with PGBS [31] and TPGBS [32] on six different
databases are presented and discussed in Section 5. Finally,
paper ends with conclusion remarks of Section 6.
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2 PRELEMINERIES AND
PROBLEM DEFINITION

This section first introduces some basic concepts and met-
rics related to itemset mining and itemset hiding. Next
problem formulation that includes the objective and side
effects is given together with a motivating example.

2.1 Itemset mining

Frequent itemset generation is the first and computation-
ally expensive step of association rule mining. Basic idea
of this process is to find occurrences of the patterns (item-
sets) that are more than user defined thresholds. When the
size of the data is huge in terms of number of transactions
and number of distinct items number of candidate patterns
generated become enormous. There are different solutions
for frequent itemset mining where user defined support
threshold can be unique as in Apriori [4], Fp-Growth
[17] or Eclat [38] or multiple support thresholds can be
allowed as in CFP-Growth++ [19], MISFP-Growth [11],
MIS-Eclat [12], dynamicity of data can be considered as in
Dynamic Matrix Apriori [28], dynamic CFP-Growth [3],
and dynamic MIS [2]. Formal definition of the problem
and related terminology can be given as follows. Let I = I1,
I2, I3, … , In items. An itemset X is a proper subset of I. A
transaction is composed of any combination of itemset X
that can be generated from I. A transactional database is a
set of transactions denoted as D. Each transaction tr in D
is denoted as tr =<tid,X> where tid is an unique identifier
of the transaction tr and X is any itemset generated from
any possible combination of items of set I. The number of
transactions a given database D contains is denoted as |D|.
The support count of X is denoted as scount(X) and it is the
number of transactions containing X in D. The Support of
X is the percentage representation of scount(X) and calcu-
lated as: (scount(X)/|D|)× 100. A given itemset is frequent
if its support is greater than predefined support threshold.

2.2 Itemset hiding

An itemset is sensitive if it needs to be hidden in database
D based on some privacy concerns of the database owner.
Sensitive threshold is defined by the database owner and
support of a sensitive itemset must be smaller than sensi-
tive threshold to hide the sensitive itemset. For the conve-
nience of organization, in the rest of this paper, sensitive
itemset that has support greater than predefined sensitive
threshold is called strong sensitive itemset. A transaction
containing at least one sensitive itemset is called sensitive
transaction. Degree of a sensitive transaction indicates the
number of sensitive itemsets that the transaction contains.

The cover degree of an item i is the number of sensitive
itemsets containing item i.

For illustrating the given definitions suppose a trans-
actional database D is given as in Figure 1A. The set of
items are I= {A, B, C, D, E, F, G} and all possible itemsets
generated from D with minimum support of 60% are given
in Figure 1B. The sensitive itemsets with their sensitive
thresholds are given in Figure 1C. All transactions in D are
sensitive and degree of each transaction is shown in the
degree column of Figure 1A. The support of sensitive item-
set AB is 62.5%, BC is 75% and DF is 50% where support of
all sensitive itemsets are greater than the predefined sen-
sitive threshold values so all of them are strong sensitive
itemsets. Cover degree of all items are: {A,1}, {B,2}, {C,1},
{D,1}, {F,1}.

The objective of itemset hiding is to produce a sani-
tized database D′ from original database D. It is mainly
done by reducing the supports of strong sensitive item-
sets under their predefined sensitive thresholds. One of the
techniques for reducing the support of a sensitive itemset
is deleting items called victims from sensitive transactions.
This technique is called distortion-based frequent itemset
hiding and is first proposed by [7]. The distortion-based
frequent itemset hiding approaches may pose some side
effects as hiding failure, information loss, accuracy, artifi-
cial cost and database dissimilarity.

Hiding failure (HF) is the side effect measured as the
amount of the sensitive itemsets left unhidden by the
sanitization process. It is calculated as:

HF = |SI(D′)|
|SI(D)|

(1)

where |SI(D′)| is the number of sensitive itemsets in D′ and
|SI(D)| is the number of sensitive itemsets in D.

Information loss is the side effect measured as the
amount of nonsensitive itemsets hidden unintentionally
by the sanitization process. It is calculated as:

HF = (|FI(D)| − |SI(D)|) − (|FI(D′)| − |SI(D′)|)
|FI(D)| − |SI(D)|

(2)

Accuracy is the side effect to evaluate total number of
transactions changed by the sanitization process and it is
calculated as:

Accuracy = |Tr(D)| − |TrChanged(D′)| (3)

where |Tr(D)| is the total number of transactions in D and
|TrChanged(D′)| is the total number of changed transac-
tions in D′.

Artificial cost (AC) is the side effect to evaluate the
amount of infrequent itemsets turned into frequent item-
sets after the sanitization operation. The AC is calculated
as:
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F I G U R E 1 A,
Transactional database D, B
frequent itemsets in D with
minimum support 60%, C,
sensitive itemsets with their
sensitive thresholds

AC = (FI(D) − FI(D′))
FI(D)

(4)

where FI(D) is the number of frequent itemsets in original
database D and FI(D′) is the number of frequent itemsets
in sanitized database D′.

Database dissimilarity is the side effect to evaluate
the amount of items removed in the sanitized database.
Database dissimilarity is calculated as:

Dissimilarity = (I(D) − I(D′))
I(D)

(5)

where I(D) is the total number items in original database
D and I(D′) is the total number of items in sanitized
database D′.

In many hiding algorithms the main focus is achieving
zero hiding failure, minimum possible knowledge/infor-
mation loss, minimum possible accuracy and minimum
possible database dissimilarity. The artificial cost never
occurs in item removal process, it probably occurs when
transactions are deleted or new items or transactions are
inserted into the database. Also when the main concern is
to protect the nonsensitive knowledge then the database
dissimilarity metric is not desired as the baseline metric
because it does not have a direct relation with informa-
tion loss. The quality of the victim item is more important
than its quantity when the amount of information loss is
tried to be minimized. The quality in this case is selecting
the victim item having low correlation with other items in
the database. In this article we consider accuracy instead
of database dissimilarity and do not measure artificial cost
since our algorithm do not cause any.

3 RELATED WORK

Privacy preserving data mining research concentrates on
data (input) hiding or knowledge (output) hiding. The
objective of data or input hiding is removing confidential
and proprietary information inside the data before it
is released [25]. On the other hand, the purpose of

knowledge or output hiding task is sanitization of data in
a way that disclosure of private and confidential knowl-
edge becomes impossible after it is released. Privacy pre-
serving association rule or itemset hiding is a subtask
and NP-hard problem of knowledge hiding [7]. There
are many approaches proposed to preserve the privacy
of association rules and sensitive itemsets in the litera-
ture. These approaches are categorized as border based
[27,34], exact [8,16,26] reconstruction based [1,9], cryp-
tography based [24], and heuristic based [20,30,32] saniti-
zation approaches. The border-based approaches separate
the nonfrequent and frequent itemsets with a border and
perform the sanitization operation by revision on the bor-
der. Exact approaches transform the frequent itemset hid-
ing problem into constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) and
then they use integer programming for solving the CSP.
Reconstruction based frequent itemset hiding approaches
first conceal the sensitive itemsets and then they generate a
new database from the sanitized data. Cryptography based
approaches are commonly utilized when association rule
mining is outsourced to a cloud data. These approaches
secure the sensitive data and patterns by encryption and
decryption processes. Heuristic based approaches are not
designed for finding an overall optimum solution to the
sanitization problem but they usually find solution close
to the best one with small response time and therefore in
the literature majority of the studies are based on heuristic
approaches [35]. Heuristic approaches hide sensitive item-
sets either by decreasing support of sensitive itemsets or
giving uncertainty to the support of sensitive itemsets. The
first kind of approaches is called distortion based and the
latter is called blocking based.

Table 1 gives a comparative summary of
distortion-based heuristic sanitization algorithms. As one
can notice hiding strategy of a sanitization algorithm may
differ according to its objective of hiding (itemset or asso-
ciation rule), its selection of transaction to be distorted
(degree, length, trial, and weight), its selection of item to
be distorted (conflict, support, weight, and trial), its con-
sideration of item grouping inside sensitive itemsets or
their threshold definition.
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T A B L E 1 Comparison of distortion-based heuristic algorithms

Victim item selection Transaction selection

Algorithm Hide Cover Support Weight Trial Degree Size Trial Weight
Item
grouping

Multiple
threshold

PGBS [31] Itemset ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

TTBS [20] Itemset ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

SWA [30] Itemset ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

MICF [22] Itemset ✓ ✓ ✓

IGA [29] Itemset ✓ ✓ ✓

Aggregate [5] Itemset ✓ ✓

Disaggregate [5] Itemset ✓ ✓ ✓

Hybrid [5] Itemset ✓ ✓ ✓

SIF-IDF [18] Itemset ✓ ✓

Algorithm 2b [36] Itemset ✓ ✓

Algorithm 2c [36] Itemset ✓

HSARWI [14] Rule ✓ ✓ ✓

FHSAR [37] Rule ✓ ✓ ✓

RelevanceSorting [10] Rule ✓ ✓

PDA [33] Rule ✓ ✓

Some sanitization approaches select the transactions
for modification according to their size where transac-
tion size is the number of items a transaction contains.
The number of association rule or frequent itemset com-
binations may decrease with the size of the transaction.
The SWA [30] algorithm removes victim item from sen-
sitive transactions with the shortest size. Verykios et al
[36] propose five algorithms based on two approaches, first
approach prevents rules from being generated by hiding
the frequent sets from which they are derived whereas the
second approach reduces the importance of the rules by
setting their confidence below a user-specified threshold.
Algorithm 2b [36] hides sensitive itemsets by removing the
item having maximum support from smallest size sensi-
tive transactions and the Algorithm 2c [36] hides sensitive
itemsets by removing sensitive itemsets from smallest size
sensitive transactions.

Another type of distortion-based sanitization method-
ology is modifying transactions according to number of
itemsets or rules they contain. By this way it is possible
to reduce the distortion on nonsensitive knowledge. Item
conflict first (MICF) [22] algorithm selects transactions
according to how many sensitive itemset a transaction con-
tains and then deletes the item having maximum degree
of conflict from these transactions. The fast hiding sensi-
tive association rules (FHSAR) [37] algorithm first assigns
weight to each sensitive transaction and items in sensi-
tive rules where the transaction weight is proportional
to the number of sensitive rules a transaction contains

and inverse proportional to the length of the transac-
tion, also the weights assigned to items are proportional
to the degree of conflict. The algorithm SIF-IDF [18] is
inspired from TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document
frequency). The SIF-IDF calculates the relation degree of
a transaction with sensitive itemsets and modifies transac-
tions having maximum relation degree. RelevanceSorting
[10] modifies transactions containing minimum number
of nonsensitive itemsets. HSARWI [14] algorithm selects
sensitive transactions with the same procedures as in
FHSAR algorithm; two algorithms differ in victim item
selection.

Another group of distortion-based sanitization algo-
rithms determine the transactions for modification and
items to be removed in a trial and error manner. These
kinds of approaches try every possible sensitive transac-
tion selection and item modification for finding the best
one. The Aggregate [5] algorithm selects sensitive trans-
actions which gives impact on minimum number of non-
sensitive itemsets and at the same time gives impact on
maximum number of sensitive itemset, then it removes
the selected transactions from database. Disaggregate [5]
approach removes items from sensitive transactions whose
removal effect least number of nonsensitive itemsets and at
same time effect maximum number of sensitive itemsets.
The Hybrid [5] approach chooses the sensitive transac-
tions for modification with using Aggregate approach then
modifies selected transactions with using the Disaggregate
approach. Priority-based distortion algorithm (PDA) [33]
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assigns priority to each sensitive transaction by calculating
how many nonsensitive rules will be affected for all possi-
ble item removal of a sensitive rule contained in a sensitive
transaction.

One of the distortion-based sanitization strategy is
grouping sensitive itemsets and then modifying transac-
tions containing each different groups of sensitive item-
sets. In this way it is possible to conceal multiple sensitive
itemset at once. The sensitive itemsets can be grouped
according to the item common at each sensitive item-
set. Oliveria et al [29] proposed four sanitization algo-
rithms and among these algorithms the IGA algorithm
introduced the multiple sensitive itemset hiding concept.
Template table sanitization algorithm (TTBS) [20] over-
comes the “overlapping groups problem” faced in IGA
with using a table called template table. The PGBS [31]
employs a graph based data structure to speed up the hid-
ing process. As IGA, PGBS also groups sensitive itemsets
sharing common item and selects the victim item among
sensitive itemset that has the maximum degree of conflict
and then deletes victim item from transactions containing
maximum number of sensitive itemsets.

According to Table 1, only few of the existing
distortion-based heuristic algorithms focus on hiding sen-
sitive itemset under multiple thresholds [18,29,31]. As
the size of the database increases the SWA [30] has high
execution time because it sorts each transaction in the
given database according to its length. The TTBS [20]
employs a table called template table to generate com-
binations of different sensitive itemsets sharing common
item however these combinations may not cover the opti-
mum sensitive itemset combination although there exists.
Both PGBS [31] and TTBS [20] algorithms designed for
uncovering transactions containing maximum number of
sensitive itemsets, but they are unable to uncover them if
these sensitive itemsets do not share any common item.
Also none of these two algorithms dynamically adjust the
degree of conflict of items or sensitive transactions when-
ever a sensitive itemset is hidden from the database and
this might result in preventing to find the optimal hiding
solution.

4 ITEMSET- ORIENTED PSEUDO
GRAPH BASED SANITIZATION

In this section the proposed frequent itemset hiding
algorithm-IPGBS is presented. This algorithm is similar
to PGBS [31] since it uses a pseudo graph structure and
hides sensitive itemsets by decreasing their support under
predefined sensitive thresholds. However the content of
the graph and strategies for choosing the transactions and
items for modification are different.

IPGBS keeps only sensitive itemsets and the transac-
tions containing those in pseudo graph structure in order
to reduce execution time and memory whereas previous
algorithm PGBS keeps all items and transactions in the
pseudo graph data structure. IPGBS tries to find out opti-
mal sanitization solution by modifying least number of
sensitive transactions whereas PGBS focuses on the modi-
fication of common items of sensitive itemsets.

General flow of IPGBS is illustrated in Figure 2. As it
can be seen from the figure IPGBS uses three important
data structures: IPG, sensitive count table (SCT), and san-
itization table (ST). First, the sensitive itemsets in each
sensitive transaction of the given database D is converted
to IPG. Second, by using the IPG, support count of each
sensitive itemset is calculated and SCT that stores the sup-
port count decrease required for each sensitive itemset is
created. Next, the ST that stores the result of the sani-
tization process is prepared by using the IPG and SCT.
Finally, necessary modification indicated in ST is applied
to the original database and the sanitized database is
generated.

4.1 Creating the itemset-oriented
pseudo graph

This section introduces the data structure IPG. The IPG is
a directed graph with allowing multiple edges and loops.
Each vertex V of IPG represents sensitive itemset and each
edge E represents the set of transaction ids that contain
the sensitive itemsets on the path between starting vertex
and its direct successor. The IPG makes it possible to find
out transactions containing maximum number of sensi-
tive itemsets by uncovering longest paths starting from a
predefined origin vertex. The edges of IPG are directed for
avoiding to revisit the same vertices while discovering the
longest paths of the graph.

To clarify the construction of IPG, the process of con-
verting the database D given in Figure 1A into IPG is
explained with an example. First each transaction in D
are sorted alphabetically, then transaction “ABCDEF” is
checked to determine whether it contains any sensitive
itemset. The transaction “ABCDEF” contains the sensitive
itemsets “AB,” “BC,” and “DF” so vertices labeled by these
sensitive itemsets are created and connected with edges
labeled with transaction id 1 as shown in Figure 3A. The
next transaction in D is “BC,” and it contains only one
sensitive itemset “BC,” because there is only one sensitive
itemset, a loop labeled with transaction id 2 is created on
vertex “BC” as shown in Figure 3B. The resulting IPG is
shown in Figure 3C after all remaining sensitive transac-
tions in D are inserted into the IPG with the same way as
in Figure 3A,B. The procedure of deleting transaction from
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F I G U R E 2
Itemset-oriented pseudo graph
based sanitization algorithm
flow

F I G U R E 3 A, Itemset-oriented pseudo graph (IPG) after transaction 1 is inserted, B, IPG after transaction 2 is inserted, C, IPG after all
remaining transactions are inserted

the graph includes deleting specified transactions from the
outgoing edges of a given vertex.

4.2 Sensitive itemset-oriented pseudo
graph based sanitization

The IPGBS (itemset-oriented pseudo graph based sanitiza-
tion) algorithm is a distortion-based frequent itemset hid-
ing algorithm. The IPGBS algorithm depends on uncov-
ering transactions that fully support the sensitive itemsets
and then modifying them by deleting item/items in order
to reduce support of sensitive itemsets. These items/items
that are selected for delete operation are called victim
or victims. For keeping the difference minimum between
number of nonsensitive frequent itemsets in the original
and sanitized database, the sensitive itemsets should hid-
den with minimal impact on the original database. To
measure this impact, the metric “Accuracy” [26] which is
the total number of transaction modification is used. The
Accuracy can be minimized by minimizing the number
of transaction modification during the sanitization oper-
ation. However, the Accuracy is not the only challenge
for minimizing nonsensitive knowledge loss. Two sen-
sitive itemsets are mutually dependent if they share a

common item and take part in the same transaction. Mod-
ifying transactions by deleting the item that is common
in mutually dependent sensitive itemsets makes it possi-
ble to reduce support of more than one sensitive itemset
at one iteration. However, this may bring out the problem
of reducing support of sensitive itemsets more than neces-
sary and results in the increase of nonsensitive knowledge
loss. Because one or more of the sensitive itemset that
is mutually dependent may already been sanitized and
deleting the common item is going to keep the support
decrease for the sanitized sensitive itemset. To avoid this
problem and minimize the transaction modification the
IPGBS modifies transactions containing maximum num-
ber of nonsanitized sensitive itemsets. The straightforward
method would be scanning the whole database D in the
beginning of the sanitization operation and then evaluat-
ing the sensitive transactions according to their degrees.
However, each time a sensitive itemset is hidden from D,
degree of the sensitive transactions may change, so calcu-
lating degree of each sensitive transaction at the beginning
and evaluating them would not be practical, the degree
of each sensitive transaction should be updated after each
time a sensitive itemset is hidden from the database. IPGBS
uncovers sensitive transactions from the itemset-oriented
pseudo graph (IPG) to reduce the execution time and also it
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316 ERGENÇ BOSTANOǦLU and ÖZTÜRK

does not uncover all sensitive transactions at once instead
it uncovers sensitive transactions for each sensitive itemset
one by one whenever needed. The ST represents the final
hiding solution that is going to be applied to the original
database.

Creating the ST process is depicted in Algorithm 1.
First, for each sensitive itemset, the necessary number of
support decrease is calculated and then the SCT is created
(line 1) and sorted in alphabetically or numerically (line 2).
The necessary number of support decrease need for hid-
ing a given sensitive itemset X is called X.NModify and it is
calculated by the following equation:

X ⋅ NModify = ⌊scount(X) − |D| ∗ st(X) + 1⌋ (6)

Proof . Assume that TR is the set of all transactions con-
taining sensitive itemset X in D. Removing an item x from
transaction tr where x ⊂ X and tr ⊂ TR results in decreas-
ing the support of X by 1. For hiding the sensitive itemset
X from database D, sufficient amount of support decrease
is need for hiding X from D. To assume that X is hidden
in D, the sensitive threshold of X need to be greater than
percentage of transactions containing X . So we can get:
(|TR|−X ⋅NModify)/ | D | < st(X)→ |TR|− |D| * st(X)<X ⋅
NModify → |TR|− |D| * st(X)+ 1≈X ⋅NModify where |TR| is
the size of TR and is equal to scount(X). Because the st(X)
is a decimal number, we can take floor of the equation
for having minimum number of transactions that need to
modification.

After the SCT is created, it is sorted alphabetically or
numerically in decreasing order of SI column. Then each
sensitive itemset stored in the SI column of SCT started to
be selected by one by and if the selected si is not already
sanitized while decreasing support of other sensitive item-
sets the hiding operation for si starts (line 3). The variable
longestPath stores the longest path in IPG starting from the
given sensitive itemset. The longestPath does not contain
any sensitive itemset that is already sanitized because in
the opposite case support of some sensitive itemset may
decreased more than necessary and as a result nonsensi-
tive frequent itemsets in the resulting sanitized database
may be effected. After the longest path containing maxi-
mum number of strong sensitive itemsets determined by
using depth first search traversal technique (line 4), the
transactions containing this path are extracted from IPG
with not exceeding the NModify value of the current sensi-
tive itemset (line 5). Next the item having the maximum
cover degree among items in longestPath is selected as vic-
tim (line 6). If there exists more than one item having
the same cover degree, the item with maximum support
count is selected. If there still is more than one, then the
victim item is selected randomly. After both transactions
and victim item are determined, the IPG is updated by

removing these transactions from outgoing edges of the
sensitive itemset that is being sanitized which is for avoid-
ing to modify the same transactions more than once in the
next iteration (line 7). Then these transactions and victim
items are inserted into the ST. If sensitive itemsets stored
in longestPath contain the victim item, then NModify values
of these sensitive itemsets are decreased by the number of
transactions uncovered (line 9). If the selected victim item
is not common in any sensitive itemset of the longest path
then these sensitive itemsets are inserted into the variable
notContain (line 10) and a new victim item is selected for
these sensitive itemsets (line 13). Then this victim item and
sufficient number of transactions from previously uncov-
ered transactions (line 13) are inserted into the ST (line 15).
The algorithm continues to generate the longest path and
select victim item and transactions till the given sensitive
itemset si is sanitized or until there does not exist any new
longest path for si. If there are inadequate number of trans-
actions uncovered to hide the sensitive itemset si and there
is no more different longest path left for the vertex si then
this means that the given sensitive itemset appear as the
last element in most or all sensitive transactions when sen-
sitive itemsets are sorted in alphabetically or numerically.
As a result there would not be sufficient number of longest
paths different from the self-loop of vertex si in IPG. The
algorithm solves this problem by selecting the victim item
among items in si having maximum support count value
(line 18) and uncovering sufficient number of transactions
from the incoming edges of the given sensitive itemset si
(line 19).

In the worst case scenario each transaction in database
D is sensitive and every item in each transaction is a subset
of at least one of the sensitive itemset. Computational com-
plexity of representing each sensitive itemset the graph
data structure is O(|SI|*|D|) in the worst case where |SI|
is the number of sensitive itemsets and |D| is the total
number of transactions in D.

The hiding process uncovers longest paths from pre-
defined starting vertices in a depth first search fashion so
it takes O(|V |+E|) computational complexity, where |V |
is the total number of vertices in IPG and |E| is the total
number of edges in IPG. As a result identifying longest
paths for all sensitive itemsets takes O(|SI| * |V |+ |E|)
computational time complexity in the worst case scenario.

For illustration suppose the transnational database D,
sensitive itemsets with their sensitive thresholds and the
IPG that represents D are given as in Figures 1A,C and
3C, respectively. First the IPGBS algorithm creates the SCT
and sorts the SCT according to the SI values as in Table 2.
Next the algorithm selects the sensitive itemset “AB” from
SCT and finds the longest path that starts from the vertex
AB in IPG. The resulting longest path is ABCDF and con-
tains three strong sensitive itemsets (AB, BC, and DF).
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ERGENÇ BOSTANOǦLU and ÖZTÜRK 317

Algorithm 1 Creating sanitization table

INPUT: Itemset Pseudo Graph IPG, Sensitive Thresholds
of Itemsets
OUTPUT: Sanitization Table ST, Sensitive Count
Table SCT
1: Calculate NModify of each sensitive itemset and put

them into SCT
2: Sort SCT in alphabetically or numerically increasing

order of SI column
3: for every sensitive itemset si ∈ SCT where si.NModify

> 0 do
4: for every longestPath starting from vertex si ∈ IPG

do
5: transactions ← at most si.NModify of

transactions on longestPath in IPG
6: victim ← maximum cover degree item in

longestPath
7: For all vertices v⊂ longestPath, Remove

transactions from outgoing edges of v
8: Insert victim and transactions pair into ST
9: For all sensitive itemset s in longestPath where

victim ⊂ s Reduce s.NModify by |transactions|
10: For all sensitive itemsets s in longestPath where

victim⊄ s, Add s to the variable notContain
11: end for
12: while notContain is not empty do
13: victim ← maximum cover degree item in

notContain
14: For all sensitive itemsets s in longestPath where

victim ⊂ s Reduce s.NModify by |transactions|
15: Insert victim and transactions pair into ST
16: end while
17: if si.NModify>0 then
18: victim ← maximum support count item in si
19: transactions ← at most si.NModify of transactions

on incoming edge of vertex si in IPG
20: Insert victim and transactions pair into ST
21: end if
22: end for

Transactions containing the path ABCDF are 1 and 6, so
these transactions are added to the transactions variable
and the item B is selected as victim because it is contained
in both AB and BC. Then transactions 1 and 6 are deleted
from IPG as shown in Figure 4A and the victim item B and
transactions 1 and 6 pair is inserted to the ST. The sensi-
tive itemset DF in ABCDF does not contain the victim item
B so the item “F” is selected as victim item among items
“D” and “F” because “F” has the maximum support count
(scount(F) = 6) and the victim item “F” with transactions
1 and 6 pair is inserted into the ST. The next longest path
containing maximum number of nonsanitized sensitive

T A B L E 2 Support count
table

SID SI NModify

0 AB 3

1 BC 2

2 DF 3

T A B L E 3 Sanitization
table

Victim Transactions

B 1,6

F 1,6

A 8

D 7

itemsets starting from vertex AB is AB, the longest path
ABC is ignored because it contains already sanitized sensi-
tive itemset BC. The item A is selected randomly as victim
among the items of AB because both support count of
A and B are the same (supportCount(A) = 5, support-
Count(B) = 5). The victim A and transaction eight pair is
added to the ST and then the IPG is updated by remov-
ing transaction 8 from vertex BC as shown in Figure 4B.
The next none sanitized sensitive itemset in SCT is DF and
the longest path starting from the vertex DF is DF with
transaction 7. Finally the victim D and transaction 7 pair
is inserted into ST and the IPG is updated as in Figure 4C.
The resulting ST is shown in Table 3, where this table
represents the final sanitization solution for database D.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The IPGBS algorithm is compared with similar two:
TPGBS and PGBS [31] algorithms. The TPGBS algorithm
is similar to the hiding process of DynamicPGBS algorithm
proposed in [32]. All three algorithms are designed for
multiple sensitive support thresholds and use pseudo
graph data structure. Also they try to modify minimum
amount of transactions for reducing the information loss.
Table 4 illustrates the main differences of PGBS, TPGBS
and IPGBS algorithms. PGBS represents each transac-
tion of the original database as pseudo graph, whereas in
TPGBS and the IPGBS only sensitive transactions are rep-
resented as pseudo graph. Vertices of the pseudo graph in
PGBS and TPGBS are items whereas in IPGBS vertices are
sensitive itemsets. The objective of all PGBS, TPGBS, and
IPGBS algorithms is to minimize the nonsensitive knowl-
edge loss by modifying minimum number of transactions.
While both PGBS and TPGBS algorithms hide multiple
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318 ERGENÇ BOSTANOǦLU and ÖZTÜRK

F I G U R E 4 A, Itemset oriented pseudo graph (IPG) after transaction 1,6 are removed from vertices “AB,””BC,” and “DF,” B, IPG after
transaction 8 is removed from vertex “AB,” C, IPG after transaction 7 is removed from vertex “DF”

T A B L E 4 Comparison of pseudo graph based sanitization (PGBS), transaction-oriented PGBS (TPGBS) and itemset oriented
PGBS (IPGBS) algorithms

PGBS TPGBS IPGBS

Starts modifying transactions Maximum cover degree Maximum cover degree Maximum cover degree —
minimum sanitized itemsets

Content of the vertex All items All items of sensitive trans-
actions

Sensitive itemsets

Content of the edge Transaction ids of all
items

Transaction ids of sensitive
transactions

Transaction ids of sensitive
itemsets

Objective Information loss Information loss Memory and information loss

sensitive itemsets at once with modifying sensitive trans-
actions containing maximum number of sensitive itemsets
whereas IPGBS algorithm modifies sensitive transactions
containing maximum number of nonsanitized sensitive
itemsets.

Four series of experiments are performed to measure
the execution time, information loss, accuracy, and total
memory consumption. The artificial cost is not measured
because it only occurs when number of transactions in the
database is changed or when new items are inserted in
to the transactions, this is not the case in TPGBS, PGBS
and IPGBS. Besides the side effect database dissimilar-
ity is not measured because the amount of item removal
process does not have a direct relation with the infor-
mation loss and in additionally the TPGBS, PGBS, and
IPGBS focus on reducing the nonsensitive knowledge loss.
All the experiments are conducted on a computer with
Intel core i7-5500 2.4 GHZ processor and 8 GB of RAM
running on a Windows 10 operating system. The algo-
rithms are implemented with Visual Studio C#.NET 2015.
In all test runs it is ensured that the system state is simi-
lar and gives close results when repeated. The experiments
are conducted using 2 real databases; Connect, Kosarak
which are available through UCI repository [6] and 2 syn-
thetic databases; SyntheticDense and SyntheticSparse. The
SyntheticDense and SyntheticSparse databases are gener-
ated by using the IBM quest database generator [13]. The
characteristics of the databases such as size, number of
different items, average transaction length, shortest trans-
action length, longest transaction length and density are
given in Table 5. The density of a database is the ratio of the
average transaction length to the number of different items

in the database. Dense databases contain similar transac-
tions where each transaction has nearly the same length
and contain nearly the same items. During execution tests
whenever frequent itemset discovery is required MISFP-
Growth [11] and MIS-Eclat [12] algorithms are used since
they are devised for itemset mining under multiple support
thresholds as well.

A set of 10 to 100 sensitive itemsets are selected
from each database and different sensitive thresholds are
assigned to them. First, itemsets in each database are parti-
tioned into 5 support bins where each bin contains nearly
the same number of itemsets, and then 2 to 20 itemsets
are randomly selected from each support bin as sensitive
itemset. The sensitive threshold for each sensitive itemset
is assigned as the minimum support in the corresponding
support bin. The support bins for each database are given
in Table 6. In each experiment, the number of sensitive
itemsets range from 10 to 100 by increments of 10. The size
of each database is remained in the original size at each
measurement.

5.1 Execution time

In Figure 5A,B, the execution time of PGBS, TPGBS and
IPGBS algorithms on two dense databases; Connect and
SyntheticDense are shown respectively. It can be seen that
PGBS algorithm has the least execution time on these
two databases while the TPGBS algorithm has the second
lowest and the IPGBS algorithm has the highest execution
time. This is because dense databases contain too much
distinct items and IPGBS and TPGBS algorithms consume
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ERGENÇ BOSTANOǦLU and ÖZTÜRK 319

T A B L E 5 The characteristics of databases

Database Name Size
Different
items

Average
length

Shortest
length

Longest
length

Density
(%)

Connect 67,557 129 43 43 43 33.4

Kosarak 990,002 41,270 8.1 1 2498 0.0196

SyntheticDense 29,166 99 43.09 2 44 43.5

SyntheticSparse 28,417 9,479 11.48 2 11 0.1212

T A B L E 6 Support bins of each database

Bin Connect Kosarak SyntheticDense SytheticSparse

Support range Support range Support range Support range

1 (0.001906, 0.001936] (0.001906, 0.001936] (0.3, 0.308] (0.0002, 0.000024]

2 (0.001936, 0.001971] (0.001936, 0.001971] (0.308, 0.3185] (0.00024, 0.00028]

3 (0.001971, 0.002029] (0.001971, 0.002029] (0.3185, 0.3339] (0.00028, 0.00035]

4 (0.002029, 0.00215] (0.002029, 0.00215] (0.3339, 0.3619] (0.00035, 0.00049]

5 (0.002015, 1] (0.002015, 1] (0.3619, 0.9546] (0.00049, 0.038]

F I G U R E 5 Execution time with fixed database size and varying number of sensitive itemsets
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F I G U R E 6 Information loss with fixed database size and varying number of sensitive itemsets

most of the time for analyzing the items in each trans-
action while building the Pseudo Graph. In Figure 5C,D
execution time of PGBS, TPGBS, and IPGBS algorithms are
shown on two sparse databases; Kosarak and Synthetic-
Sparse respectively. These two figures show that IPGBS has
the lowest execution time on sparse databases. The PGBS
has the second lowest execution time on both Kosarak and
SytheticSparse databases.

5.2 Information loss

Figure 6A-D shows results for information loss in per-
centage. These figures demonstrate that IPGBS algorithm
outperforms PGBS and TPGBS algorithms on both dense
and sparse databases. This is reasonable because the aim
of IPGBS algorithm is to modify sensitive transactions con-
taining maximum number of nonsanitized sensitive item-
set for minimizing the amount of transaction modification.
As the number of transaction modification decreases the
information loss of IPGBS decreases.

5.3 Accuracy

Figure 7A,B shows results for the metric accu-
racy in percentage for dense databases Connect and
SyntheticDense. These figures show that the IPGBS

algorithm modifies less number of transactions than both
PGBS and TPGBS algorithms on dense databases. Also
for the IPGBS algorithm it can be observed that there is
no relation between the number of sensitive itemsets and
the number of transactions modified on dense databases.
Figure 7C,D shows results for the metric accuracy in per-
centage for sparse databases Kosarak and SyntheticSparse
databases. It can be seen from these figures that IPGBS
has the best accuracy result till the number of sensitive
itemsets are 70 on Kosarak database. The TPGBS has the
best accuracy result on SyntheticSparse database.

5.4 Memory allocation

The total memory allocation of each sanitization algo-
rithms; PGBS, TPGBS, and IPGBS are shown in Figure 8.
On dense database as in Figure 8A,B it can be observed
that the memory allocation of the IPGBS algorithm is lin-
ear with the number of sensitive itemsets while this is not
the case on sparse databases as in Figure 8C,D. This is due
to fact that sensitive itemsets on dense databases has more
support than sparse databases and as the IPGBS stores
the transaction information of each sensitive itemset, the
memory consumption increases with the number of sensi-
tive itemsets. On sparse databases as in Figure 8C,D both
TPGBS and IPGBS has the smallest memory allocation
compared to PGBS algorithm.
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F I G U R E 7 Accuracy with fixed database size and varying number of sensitive itemsets

5.5 Discussion of the results

Although the PGBS, TPGBS, and IPGBS algorithms are
designed for modifying transactions containing maximum
number of sensitive itemsets, the PGBS and TPGBS can
only find these transactions if the sensitive itemsets in
a given transaction contain common item. The IPGBS
algorithm on the other hand uncovers transactions con-
taining maximum number of nonsanitized sensitive item-
sets by using IPG and uncovering transactions does not
directly depend on number of common items in the given
set of sensitive itemsets. The IPGBS is designed for keep-
ing the number of transaction modification at minimum
level for decreasing the loss of nonsensitive knowledge
during the sanitization operation. The correlation between
items in dense databases is higher than sparse databases
and this increases the possibility of uncovering transac-
tions containing more than one nonsanitized sensitive
itemsets. As the density of a given database increases, the
support of sensitive itemsets increases and this results in
more execution time overhead during the pseudo graph
creation for both IPGBS and TPGBS algorithms. When
the density of a given database is high the execution time
increase of IPGBS is proportional to the number of sen-
sitive itemsets. In the performance evaluation the loss of
nonsensitive knowledge is measured with the informa-
tion loss metric and as it can be seen that the IPGBS

has the minimum information loss compared to TPGBS
and PGBS. The IPGBS algorithm has the best accuracy
results on dense databases while this is not the same on
sparse databases. This is because as the density of a given
databases increases the probability of uncovering trans-
actions containing more than one nonsanitized sensitive
itemsets increases and vice versa for sparse databases. The
TPGBS algorithm achieves the best accuracy results on
sparse databases because it does not check whether all
sensitive itemset are already sanitized in the uncovered
transactions for modification. The memory allocation of
IPGBS is better than both PGBS and TPGBS algorithms
when the given database is sparse.

6 CONCLUSION

This paper presents a new distortion-based frequent
itemset hiding algorithm. The main idea behind the
algorithm is keeping the nonsensitive knowledge loss
at minimum level during the sanitization operation by
altering minimum number of transactions with minimum
memory. To decrease the cost of directly searching
nonsanitized frequent itemsets on the database, the
algorithm represents the sensitive itemsets in the database
as the form of IPG data structure where all sensitive item-
sets are represented as nodes and all sensitive transactions
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F I G U R E 8 Total memory allocation with fixed database size and varying number of sensitive itemsets

are represented as edges connecting these sensitive item-
sets. The IPGBS algorithm on the other hand uncovers
transactions containing maximum number of nonsani-
tized sensitive itemsets by using the IPG where it elimi-
nates the dependency of uncovering transactions on the
given set of sensitive itemsets. The results show that the
IPGBS algorithm is more efficient in terms of nonsensitive
frequent itemset loss on both dense and sparse databases.
It has considerable better results in terms of number of
transactions modified, number of items deleted, execution
time and total memory allocation.
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